Second Life (SL) is a popular 3D online virtual world designed for human interaction (also known as a MUVE, or multi-user virtual environment). It typically supports 60-70 thousand concurrent users. The assets and physical environments within SL are easy to create and use, and the environments themselves are very much part of the human interaction experience. However, the typical means of accessing SL is through a single computer screen, which lessens the immersion that is inherent in such a rich 3D world. Because of this, the SL virtual world is a good candidate for adaptation to large scale immersive displays such as a CAVE\textsuperscript{TM} or other multi projector systems.

We wanted to provide a solution that would utilize direct communication between SL viewers and have minimal dependence on 3rd party libraries or interfere with the OpenGL rendering pipeline. While there are several ongoing efforts to adapt SL to a stereoscopic display, there are no freely available native adaptations to a CAVE\textsuperscript{TM} like or other multi-screen environment at the time of this writing. There are several methods to distribute OpenGL based applications onto multiple computers and displays such as Chromium, [Humphreys et al. 2002] or VRizer [Berger et al. 2004]. However, most of these streaming applications either require changes to the rendering code or are no longer available or supported.

**Approach**

Our implementation uses multiple concurrent SL logins across an unlimited number of machines. A client-server relationship exists between the SL viewer that the user interacts with (leader) and all other viewers (followers). Inside the open source SL viewer, each viewer synchronizes whenever updateCamera() is called. Simultaneously the leader will broadcast the position, rotation and focus of the camera.

The follower viewers receive the position of the leader camera and synchronization signal. Each follower reads its assigned rotation from a local config file and performs the proper translation and rotation. A customized 2D rotation was written to handle the translation and rotation of the camera about the X axis. Some simple real time configuration functions have been added to assist in achieving the proper orientation and alignment. Additionally, each node reads its own FOV (field of view) info from a local config, because the Second Life FOV adjustment is difficult to set with any accuracy (slider bar).

The above described approach provides a well synchronized multi-viewer environment using direct communication between the clients. However, Second Life consists of multiple regions or “sims,” which are sections of land that are often controlled by different servers. Initial tests revealed that when the leader crosses a sim boundary, the followers remain mapped to the original sim coordinates and show the camera positions in the old sim. This is because the local coordinates of each region or sim in Second Life only form a square grid whose coordinates number from 0 – 255 meters. This required a fix on the native scripting side, enabling the follower avatars to subtly follow the leader around the environment and into the next sim. Crossing sim boundaries is an elusive and undocumented process, and essentially means that a user is switching from one simulation server to another. To solve this problem, we created a vehicle object that the follower avatars could sit on and ride in order to follow the leader’s camera around. In order to achieve a proper sim crossing, the movement of the leader is always cached and used as a trajectory for the follower vehicle to be able to cross the sim. In most cases this works well, but if the leader zigzags back and forth across a boundary, the follower can miscalculate the trajectory.

**Limitations**

Currently the system is specifically designed for a large, three screen VR theater and only supports vertical rotation of the follower cameras. However, it would be very simple to add additional rotations for additional display environments. Also due to the rapid prototype of this project, the user currently has limited control of some of the native Second Life camera functions. This will be made available in a future release.
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